


This information booklet contains information about a board year at Faculty Association
IDEA. What is the role of IDEA within TSB? What do the different board functions entail?
What can you expect? Which steps are there in the application procedure? All these
questions will be answered!

Faculty Association IDEA

IDEA is the umbrella association for all TSB-associations. We are the link between the
study associations of TSB (Complex, INPUT, POLIS, Versot), the faculty council parties
and the board of the SCT, between the Management Team of TSB and the associations
and between different students of TSB. Our goal is to connect all different parties within
TSB in the best way possible. Below you find a graphic overview of the position of IDEA
within TSB.

Our association connects the parties by facilitating and enhancing the collaboration
between different parties. This implies chairing meetings with different parties to
enhance knowledge sharing, as well as working on big projects for all TSB students,
such as the Mentorship Program. Moreover, IDEA is the contact person for parties of the
university concerning matters of TSB students. IDEA does not have any members, so it
solely consists of the board.
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Chairman
As Chairman you are responsible for the daily practice of the association and your board
members. You make sure the association continues to function smoothly. Next to that, an
important task is chairing TSB-Platform, a weekly meeting with all Chairmen of the
different associations and parties within the faculty, the Chairman also represents all
TSB associations in the two weekly TiGeAk meetings. As Chairman you can expect to
spend most of your time having meetings with different people and parties. The tasks of
the Chairman entail the following:

● Prepare and chair board meetings
● Keeping an overview and monitoring different aspects of the association
● Prepare and chair TSB platform, and monitor the collaboration between the

associations
● Support and motivate fellow board members
● Contact with the TSB Management Team
● Contact with other TSB parties such as the the Education Support team
● Representing the TSB student parties within TiGeAk
● Contact with non-TSB associations
● Look for opportunities to expand, improve or set up new initiatives

Vice-chairman
As a vice-chairman your tasks are very diverse and flexible. Your main task is to support
the chairman and take over their responsibilities whenever they are not able to perform
their tasks themselves. You are their right hand, so it is important to keep up-to-date
with their affairs. Since your task list is not very concrete, there is a lot of flexibility in
your portfolio.
● Supporting the chairman;
● Taking over for the chairman whenever necessary;
● Additional tasks such as chairing a workgroup and either the MED or Mentorship

Program.

Secretary
As secretary, you have a very diverse set of tasks. You have the fixed tasks as secretary,
and a lot of freedom to choose the rest of your tasks to fill your portfolio. These tasks
will be divided between you, the vice-chairman and the treasurer, and are listed under
‘other tasks’. The fixed secretary tasks entail:
● Transcribing the board meetings
● Taking care of and archiving all incoming and outgoing (electronic) mail
● Creating and sending the IDEA update (newsletter a like) to all TSB associations
● Enrolling the new board at the Chamber of Commerce
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Treasurer
As a treasurer, you have a very diverse set of tasks. You have the fixed tasks as treasurer,
and a lot of freedom to choose the rest of your tasks to fill your portfolio. As IDEA
doesn’t have members, thus limiting the finances, the focus will be on your other tasks.
These tasks will be divided between you and the secretary and are listed under ‘other
tasks’. The fixed treasurer tasks entail all financial administration:
● Keeping track on accounts
● Paying & sending invoices
● Paying declarations
● Having a clear view of the budget of the association
● Advising the board on financial matters

Other tasks
There are different workgroups. This is much like a committee but with board
members of the different study associations as members. You chair these workgroups.
The following workgroups currently exist:
● Activity workgroup, hosting formal and informal activities for all TSB students
● Acquisition workgroup, finding and maintaining partners that are interesting for

all TSB students
● Internationalization workgroup, facilitating the internationalization process

within TSB

Other tasks include organizing the Master Experience Days. This will be an addition to
the Master Open Days, where bachelor students can ‘experience’ what it’s like to be a
master student in a specific program and what the work field looks like. For this project,
you work together with the different TSB study associations, the TSB Management
Team, the Academic Directors, Student Career Services, and Marketing and
Communication. There is always the freedom to set up new projects.

Another task could be to guide the Mentorship Program. The aim of this program is to
guide the first year students and their student mentors. Starting from the introduction
week you will focus on organizing several activities for both the students and mentors,
meeting with TOP, doing interviews with potential student mentors and organizing the
Mentor Appreciation Day.

Moreover, the following tasks will also be divided between the vice-chairman,  secretary
and treasurer:
● Posts on social media & maintaining the website
● Contact with the Career Service Officer
● Acquisition for IDEA
● Recruiting a new board
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What is in it for you?
A board year with IDEA is as much fun as it is challenging. You meet lots of new people
and enhance your personal as well as professional network. As IDEA is still a young
association, this also brings in a lot of freedom. If you come up with a new workgroup or
project, it’s up to you and your board to execute it and make it a success! Moreover, you
get to be critical on how things run in the association and make sure IDEA is constantly
developing. You learn how to connect different parties and the challenges that arise
from this. Therefore, a board year at IDEA is a great way to develop yourself
professionally, and it will also look good on your resume.

Frequently asked questions

When does a board year at IDEA start?
A board year at Faculty Association IDEA starts on August 1, 2022 and lasts a full year
until July 31, 2023.

What can I expect timewise?
This is quite flexible, as you can create your own set of responsibilities and tasks.
However the chairman will work around 25 hours a week, all other positions can either
be around 12 or 25 hours a week. But it is up to you to choose. You have your regular
board meetings weekly, and moreover some periods are more busy than others.
Additionally, you can expect that tasks take you longer at the beginning of your board
year than after a couple of months as you will learn the best way to go about your tasks.

Do I have room duties?
Yes, the IDEA room will be open 4 mornings or afternoons a week. So everybody will
take one room duty a week, which is only 4 hours. The room duties are not busy, but it is
important that students or board members can reach IDEA.

Where do I execute my board tasks?
IDEA has an office on the 6th floor of the Tias building, T6.06. This is fun as well as
practical, as you can always walk by the other TSB associations that are all on the same
floor for a chat or to talk about a project. But, you also have the freedom to work from
home on certain tasks, if they allow it.

Do I have to do my tasks on specific days?
No, as you meet with lots of different parties, your schedule differs weekly. Some weeks
it happens that you have a meeting every day, but some other weeks you have all your
IDEA meetings in two days and plan your own task execution time in those two days as
well. This freedom in planning allows you to combine a board year with following
courses.
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Do I get paid?
As a board member you also get some financial compensation from the university,
depending on the hours you work during the year.

Are there a lot of evening activities?
Most of the time you spend on IDEA will take place within working hours, at university.
You don’t have an evening activity every week on a fixed day. The amount of times a
month variates, depending on the time of the year. At the beginning of the year you have
a busier period with the constitution drinks, and in May/June it’s also more due to the
board announcement drinks. This is a fun way to get to know other board members!
Other evening activities may include the BEHAVE, having drinks or doing fun things with
other TSB board members, an event hosted by the activity workgroup or taking part in
activities that are organized for board members like the board members dinner or
cantus. Sometimes, you visit an activity of one of the TSB associations.

Interested?
Are you interested in a board year? You can always send an e-mail to
info@idea-tilburg.com for questions!
Do you have questions about a specific board function? You can contact us:

Anna Telder chairman@idea-tilburg.com +31611768762

Ashana van den Heuvel vice-chairman@idea-tilburg.com +31646669555

Charlotte Ewals secretary@idea-tilburg.com +31612866483

Joris Soolsma treasurer@idea-tilburg.com +31657061604

We can also plan a coffee date or a call/skype meeting.

Application procedure
The application procedure is as follows:
● Send in your motivation letter and resume to info@idea-tilburg.com before the

31st of May! Please include:
○ Who you are;
○ Why you want to become an IDEA board member;
○ What makes you a great fit for the job;
○ Which functions you are interested in. You can also include the tasks you

are interested in if you apply for vice-chairman, secretary, or treasurer;
○ How many hours you want to work per week (around 15 or 25);
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